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Graceful multimedia keyboard for trackball artists 

Ahrensburg, August 2010:  

Nowadays, the modern PC user has special demands on a perfect home keyboard. Design-oriented, wire-

less, small and portable, inexpensive and suitable for multimedia usage - these are the currently popular 

features. KeySonicTM has merged all these wishes now in one keyboard: KSK-3201 RF. 

With a size of only 267 x 128 mm and 21 mm height, the very flat keyboard fits in every pocket. It is therefore 

ideal for mobile applications. A visual highlight is the modern surface texture in aluminium look. Because of 

extremely flat, but fairly large buttons and high-quality X-Type membrane technology excellent typing is 

guaranteed. As all wireless KeySonic keyboards, KSK-3201 RF allows a reliable, location-independent radio 

operation. Computers with a distance up to 10 m can be operated on a frequency of 2.4 GHz, for example 

conveniently from a couch. Through a discreet built-in trackball with 7 mm diameter and two mouse buttons 

there is no need to connect an external mouse. It is easy to control and navigate using only the keyboard. 

These two extras were positioned in the top left and right corners for comfortable handling. 

Due to an integrated numeric keypad and second assignment of function keys, KSK-3201 RF has no restric-

tions comparing to full-sized standard keyboards. Fn key along with Multimedia keys can operate the Media 

player, change the volume level and switch the PC into standby mode. Even the Internet browser and mail 

program are easily accessible via button press. These comprehensive special features predestine the key-

board especially for the control of modern Home Entertainment facilities, but also for training, conference & 

presentation rooms.  

KSK-3201 RF is delivered in an attractive retail packaging in typical red KeySonicTM design. It is marketed 

exclusively by MaxPoint Handelsgesellschaft mbH and is available in specialised shops for a recommended 

retail price of 39 € (incl. VAT) starting from now. After the initial presentation at the CeBIT 2010 numerous 

project contracts have already completed; even a well-known German high-end car manufacturer has ex-

pressed interest. We hope for an equally large response from end customers. 

 

About MaxPoint Handelsgesellschaft mbH 
 
MaxPoint is a leading and international operating producer and importer of innovative IT-peripherals and 

LED-lamps with headquarters in Ahrensburg near Hamburg (Germany). Established in 1993, the company 

attracted repeatedly attention due to groundbreaking new product developments and awards. At present, the 

MaxPoint Group consists of several divisions concentrating independently from each other on their particular 

clientele, but offering a well-adapted overall portfolio. The most important brands are Tagan, SilverPower, 

Aplus, RackMax and KeySonic. 


